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SAVITA G2 

1. Unpack the luminaire. 2. 
3. Insert the power cable through the
rubber grommet into the luminaire.

Variant - attached to the ceiling (with bracket on request)
4. .  Prepare the screws
( )not included 5. Screw the luminaire to the ceiling.

N - pracovní zem 
      světle modrý

PE - ochranné uzemnění 
        žlutozelená

1 - fázový vodič 
     hnědý

6. Connect the power cable to the terminal
block. (no DALI)

N - pracovní zem - světle modrá

PE - ochranné uzemnění 
        žlutozelená

1 - napájecí fáze - hnědá

2 - DALI - černá

3 - DALI - šedá

7. Connect the power cable to the 
terminal block. (DALI)

2. Unscrew the side cover.

8. Screw back the side cover.

Variant - suspended
9. Attach the chain to the hanging hooks 
(chain to order)

10.  the luminaire in the prepared Hang
place. 11. e side cover.Unscrew th

13. Connect the power cable to the 
terminal block and screw the side cover.

Installation instructions

12. Insert the power cable through the
rubber grommet into the luminaire.
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SAVITA G2 

Dimensions:
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Installation instructions

Maintenance:
Maintenance and repair is performed in a de-energized state.

Cleaning:
The luminaire can be cleaned with normal means. Do not use abrasive cleaning agents (powders) and solvents. Clean the polished 
surface of the reflector with a brush dipped in an alcohol-based cleaning agent.

Warranty:
According to the valid general terms and conditions of ELEKTRO-LUMEN, s.r.o., there is a warranty for the delivered goods, with the
exception of batteries for emergency sources, for 24 months from the day of receipt of the goods.

Health and safety:
When assembling and working with the light, observe the rules of safety and health protection at work. Possible risks - working 
at heights, falling small objects and sawdust, sharp edges, etc., electric shock. Basic protective equipment according to the situation 
and the tools used - work clothes and shoes, protective glasses, protective helmet, protective gloves, reflective vest, hearing protection
(not provided by ELEKTRO-LUMEN, s.r.o.)

Notice:
The photos in the assembly instructions are illustrative only. Installation and electrical connection may be performed by a worker 
with electrical engineering qualifications according to Decree 50/78 Coll. Luminaires can only be operated undamaged and clean. 
The manufacturer bears no responsibility if the product has been modified or installed incorrectly. Assembly and use must be in accordance
 with the general Technical Requirements, which are publicly available on the website: http://el-lumen.cz/o-spolecnosti/dokumenty/

Disclaimer:
Subject to change without prior notice. Errors and omissions reserved. Always make sure you are using the latest edition of the installation
instructions (available at www.el-lumen.cz)
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